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Jarden Zinc Products announces Company Name Change to ARTAZN LLC
Greeneville, TN – Jarden Zinc Products, LLC, a Jadex Inc. company (formerly Jarden Process Solutions),
announced today the official launch of a new corporate brand identity and company name change.
Jarden Process Solutions is now known as Jadex Inc., and Jarden Zinc Products, will now operate under
under the legal name ARTAZN LLC and the ARTAZN™ brand, with the domain artazn.com.
The rebranding is part of the company’s strategy to better reflect the craftmanship, precision, and
performance they are known for within the zinc industry. The name ARTAZN™ invokes the innovation
that occurs when art meets science. In May 2019, the organization was purchased by One Rock Capital
Partners, a private equity firm focused on creating value by investing in high-potential, middle-market
companies.
"Through decades in the zinc industry, we have placed a high value on innovation and enhancing our
technical capabilities, and we are proud of the visionaries and artists who develop, design and engineer
our zinc products," said Tom Wennogle, President of ARTAZN LLC. “As we compete in a global
economy, we wanted to take this opportunity to create a brand that better represents who we are,
and demonstrates the comprehensive range of capabilities, products, and services we bring to the
market."
The new identity ARTAZN™ symbolizes and builds upon what the company has always brought to its
customers and respective markets—innovative solutions, security, and a manufacturing process
centered around maximizing the transformative properties of zinc. ARTAZN™ will continue to be a
staple for the building, architectural, automotive and cathodic protection industries, along with being
best known for coinage manufacturing and production of high-security coins with their innovative
ZincSecure® technology.
--------------------------------------About ARTAZN LLC
ARTAZN LLC, a Jadex Inc. company, is a US-based manufacturer of zinc strip, applied zinc products, and
ZincSecure®, a high security zinc-based coinage product. Headquartered in Greeneville, Tennessee,
they are the largest North American producer of solid zinc strip and zinc-based products, and one of
the largest in the world. The company has been producing zinc strip for over 130 years and is one of
the leading coin blank manufacturers with 300 billion coins released into circulation in more than 20
countries around the world. The company also supplies for customers in the automotive, architectural,
building, cathodic protection and specialty industries. To learn more visit artazn.com.

